The BBC series The
Dog's Tale was a
huge investigation
into the relationship
between people and
dogs across the globe.
Here, Dog'sTale
director Pratap
Rughani gives an
inside account of the
programme's
production
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rofessor Laurence Stager
scratched away the dry
earth until white enamel
teeth glinted in the late after
noon sunlight. Archaeolo
gists, uncovering the ancient city of
Ashkelon, on the edge of the Gaza
strip, had been intrigued to discover
the remains of a dog buried careful
ly on its side with its paws flexed
and tail tucked neatly between its
legs. As they combed the site, they
found another, and yet another, until
the expedition uncovered more than
seven hundred dogs in a unique dog
cemetery.
It was an historic find revealing
that, for a short time during the
Persian period, dogs in Ashkelon
were honoured with burial in a
cemetery bigger than anything dis
covered in the ancient world. How
had dogs suddenly attained a status
that commanded special burials?
Archaeologists speculate that
the dog had come to hold a ritual
significance for the people of
Ashkelon roughly between 450 and
400 BC, and that a cult grew up
linked to the Phoenician gods
Reseph-Mukol and Tanit. Dogs
were kept in temples and formed
part of a healing cult. "Presumably,
the dog became associated with
healing because of the curative
powers evident from licking its own
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wounds or sores," Professor Stager
suggests.
Dogs of this period had been
integrated into the broader family of
humankind and had risen, briefly, to
the new status of "sacred animal".
The archaeological dig made a
strong historical point for the film
but to explore how dogs are inter
twined with religious belief today,
we had to find communities where
the letters d-o-g are still reversed to
make god.
Zoroastrianism is an ancient
Persian religion whose sacred ritu
als involve the dog as a chief partici
pant in death ceremonies. There is a
substantial and tightly knit commu-.
nity of Zoroastrians living in Bom
bay. They are well-known for their
suspicion of journalists and jealous
protection of their traditions so we
needed to find a high priest who
would explain the role of the dog to
us and allow us to film a ritual.

INSIDE STORY

One of the challenges of documen
tary filming is to enable people to
describe their experience naturally
in their own environment. It would
have been easy to get an outside
expert to tell us what they thought
was happening. However, there
would then have been no authentic
feel about the lives of people whose

understanding of the religious qual i 
ties o f the dog shape their beliefs.
We approached the High Priests,
explaining what we were exploring
in the series, hoping that they would
see our work as a useful resource in
the future. We secured an interview
but the trickier part was finding a
way of showing dogs at a religious
ceremony without invading the pri
vacy of the ritual. Would the pres
ence of a non-Zoroastrian film crew
defile the ceremony?
The solution we found was to
film at a Zoroastrian seminary
where young boys training for the
priesthood were learning their cer
emonial responsibilities. The
priests here became enthusiastic
about the project, seeing it as a way

to rekindle community interest in
Zoroastrian rites.
The effort paid off well when the
High Priest, an impressive figure
with a white turban and a broad
grey beard, warmed to the theme.
"A dog's life is cherished above
other animals. The scriptures say
that killing a dog could only be
atoned for by killing 10,000 cats,
10,000 snakes, 10,000 tortoises,
20,000 frogs, 20,000 ants and 10,000
earthworms and flies," he said. He
quoted religious poetry paying
homage to the various "pefsonali
ties" of dogs and finally proclaimed
that "the dog is next to a human in
importance".
He explained how dogs are
essential to rites of passage: "In a
funeral ceremony, only the dog will
know if a person has really died. We
bring the dog to a corpse and wait
for its reaction."
If negotiations for filming with
the Zoroastrians were difficult, they
were nothing compared to the com
plexities of arranging to film on
Aboriginal land.
For the Walpiri people of central
Australia, the Dingo is a creator of
the Aboriginal world. The land itself
was believed to be formed during
the mythological life of the
Dreamtime Dingo and a few families
survive today who continue the
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o keep
your
dog in
tip-top
condition,
it is vital that
it gets the
right diet.
That's why
PETQUEST'S nutritional supplements, with the
finest veterinary approved ingredients, are the
natural choice for dog owners who care.

sacred line of "Dingo dreaming".
The stories about the exploits of
Dingo are an Aboriginal key to
understanding the world, handed
down in ceremonies that wind a
double thread of spiritual and practi
cal bonds between Dingoes and
Walpiri people. Some stories are
only told by men, others by women
and some should only be heard by a
certain group. We also had to
debate carefully with the Aboriginal
elders who were concerned that pic
tures taken of them might capture
their spirits.

RARE PRMLEGE

As far as we know, this is the first
time outsiders had been allowed to
film this rare religious ceremony in
a culture that had developed radical
ly different ways of relating to peo
ple and dogs.
Other religious orders have
been inspired by their canine com
panions. A ugustine monk St
Bernard founded a hospice in the
11th century and his followers bred
variations of the Molossian Mastiff
which became talented rescuers in
the snow-swept Alps. The
Dalmatian became a symbol of the
13th century Christian Dominican
order which was appointed to mod
erate Papal inquisitions. The ruth
lessness with which the monks in
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their black and white habits carried
out the task earned them the nick
name Domini canes or 'Sleuth
hounds of the Lord'.
In Tibetan Buddhist belief, dogs
are closely linked to us in an inter
dependent web of life. His Holiness
the Dalai Lama told us how, through
rebirth, the dog's consciousness
had developed over many lifetimes
and had great potential for bonding
and communicating. The temple
dogs seen in Buddhist monasteries
had a special connection with the
monks. The Dalai Lama said, "I
had a suspicion that my dog Sangye
was a reincarnated monk who had
died of starvation. He was always
hungry and showed no interest in
the opposite sex!"
Whether reviled as a demon or
worshipped as a god, dogs today are
a mirror of our thought structure.
They reflect back to us the image of
our fantasies, prejudices and contra
dictbry beliefs. •
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nd If you don't
want a brush with
doggie dental decay,
why not invest in
the new
DENTAPET
Finger
Toothbrush,
also from
PETQUEST,
which will keep
those canine canines bright and healthy.
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iving tasty titbits at training
time can be healthy too,
thanks to PETQUEST'S Real
Liver Treats. Little bone
shaped treats made with real
liver extracts and fibre are
irresistible, nutritious
and non fattening.
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PETQUEST'S approach to animal care is
revolutionary. Not only are they looking at
every angle of caring for your dog, but they
are also ensuring their
products are tasty,fun
and acceptable.
PETQUEST'S belief
in pet welfare is so
complete that they are
committed to donating
10% of their profits
to the RSPCA, the
world's oldest and
largest animal welfare
organisation.
So when you start using the
PETQUEST range you will be not only making
your best friend healthier and happier, but will
be helping to improve the lives of other less
fortunate animals.
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